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Movie: Ek Duje Ke Liye
Year: 1981

Song: Tere Mere Bich mein
Lyricist: Anand Bakshi

Tere mere bich mein
Tere mere bich mein
Kaisa hai ye bandhan anjanaya
Kaisa hai ye bandhan anjanaya
Kaisa hai ye bandhan anjanaya

Maine nahi jana
Toh ne nahi jana

Maine nahi jana
Toh ne nahi jana

Maine nahi jana
Toh ne nahi jana

Tere mere bich mein

Kaisa hai ye bandhan anjanaya

Jaan gayi mere doli
Tere hi angana

Ek dor khoche
Durga dohra chala aaye

Chahi kuch karo le

Ek dor khoche
Durga dohra chala aaye

Ho a... kuch karo le
Jumana

Kucch dhage mein bandha chala aaye
Aise jaise koie

Chahi kuch karo le
Jumana

Ho a...
Aise jaise koie

Maine nahi jana
Toh ne nahi jana

Aise jaise koie
Tere mere bich mein
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